Abstract.
Vasconcelos [3] has shown that the endomorphism ring of a finitely generated module over a commutative noetherian ring has a classical ring of quotients. In [1] the author showed that the endomorphism ring of a finitely generated projective module over a commutative ring has a classical ring of quotients. The purpose of this note is to supply an example of a finitely generated module over a commutative ring whose endomorphism ring does not have a classical ring of quotients.
We recall that a ring A has a (right) classical ring of quotients Q if (i) whenever a £ F is regular then a + i is regular for all /' £ /;
(ii) Ann/e(/) = {xeF|x/=0}=0; (iii) there exists z e R with Annie(z)^0 but Ann/i/7(z) = 0 where z=z+I e F/7. Let M= R/KBR. M is clearly a finitely generated ft-module.
We show that A = EndK(M) does not have a right classical quotient ring.
Observe that "End^F/7)
Let/£ HomR(RlI, R) then 0=foi)=if(ï) where /' £ I; AnnK(I)=0 implies /(T)=0 and hence/=0. Thus Hom/e(F/7, F)=0. Also
End/e(F/7) ~ Endñ/7(F/7) ~ Rjl and Homñ(F, F/7) ~ F/7. As a final remark we observe that by Nagata's "principle of idealization" [2] we can form a new ring R* such that M is an ideal of F* and also Endfi(/Vf)~Endñ.(M). This fact and the last example show that one cannot hope to generalize "finitely generated projective" in [1] to "finitely generated torsionless."
